2005 TRASHionals

Bonuses

1. Remember when Hootie and the Blowfish were cool? No? That's probably a good thing. For ten points each, answer these questions about Darius Rucker et. al.

1. This third single from *Cracked Rear View* was the band's highest chart topper, hitting number 6 on the *Billboard* Hot 100. Its sports-based video featured several ESPN personalities and athletes like Dan Marino.

**Answer:** Only Wanna Be With You

2. This follow up album to *Cracked Rear View* sold over 3 million copies, but met with mixed reviews.

**Answer:** Fairweather Johnson

3. Not appearing on either of their first two studio albums, this song for the *Friends* soundtrack hit the top 40 in 1997. Apparently, every time the singer looks at this certain person, this happens.

**Answer:** I Go Blind

2. Ken Jennings won this show's $100,000 prize by outlasting famous game show contestants both new and old, like Brad Rutter and Thom McKee. For ten points each:

1. Name this recent GSN series.

**Answer:** Grand Slam

2. While the show was hosted by Dennis Miller and Amanda Byram, this *World Series of Pop Culture* host was heard off-screen as the MC for the actual gameplay.

**Answer:** Pat Kiernan

3. Jennings won it all after beating this surprise #9 seed and $500,000 winner on *Millionaire* who took out Rutter and others on his way to the final.

**Answer:** Ogi Ogas

3. For ten points each, name these NBA players who played a lot of games:

1. This Hall of Fame center is the NBA's career leader in games played.

**Answer:** Robert Parish

2. After sitting out the 2005-2006 season this big man originally drafted by the Hawks played five games in 2006-2007 with the Dallas Mavericks as a late addition for the playoffs to become the active leader in career games played.

**Answer:** Kevin Willis
3. Thanks to a mid-season trade from the Knicks to the Pistons for Dave Debusschere, he has the single-season record with 88 games played. His best season was 1961-1962 when he had 31.6 points and 19 rebounds per game as the rookie of the year for the Chicago Packers after being drafted first overall out of Indiana.

**Answer:** Walt Bellamy

4. How does a mime break into film? Very quietly. For ten points each answer questions about the film work of the late Marcel Marceau.

1. Marceau delivered the only spoken word in this 1976 Mel Brooks film co-starring Marty Feldman and Dom DeLuise.
   **Answer:** *Silent Movie*

2. Marceau appeared as trippy mad scientist Professor Ping in this Roger Vadim sci-fi put-on that starred Vadim's then-wife Jane Fonda.
   **Answer:** *Barbarella*

3. In several documentaries about this film comedian, Marceau has spoken of how his character Bip derived elements from this actor's Little Tramp.
   **Answer:** Charlie Chaplin

5. Name these Hershey purveyances of chocolate, for ten points each.

1. This original chocolate bar from 1925 was retooled in 1992 to add more peanuts.
   **Answer:** Mr. Goodbar

2. In 1969, Hershey bought the rights to market this alliterative chocolate wafer bar in the U.S. that now is marketed by Nestle in other parts of the world.
   **Answer:** Kit Kat

3. When Hershey acquired Leaf, Inc. in 1996 they attained the rights to this "English Toffee Bar" that dated back to a fraternal confectionary shop in early 20th century Illinois.
   **Answer:** Heath

6. For ten points each, answer these questions on recent developments in the lives of those involved in the BALCO scandal.

1. This sprinter's recent guilty plea on fraud charges was trumped when his former coach, Steve Riddick, testified at his own fraud trial that his former pupil was involved in "kilo quantity" drug trading.
   **Answer:** Tim Montgomery

2. This British sprinter, serving a track suspension for his use of BALCO products, is trying to
convert himself into a football player, and has caught on as a wideout for NFL Europa's Hamburg Sea Devils.

**Answer:** Dwain Chambers

3. This baseball player recounted how his training with Barry Bonds led to his - unknowing or not - use of BALCO products in his current book *Inside Power.*

**Answer:** Gary Sheffield

7. Now that Dr. Doom and Galactus have been used up, name these other comic foes who might pop up in other Fantastic Four movies, for ten points each:

1. An occasional foe with a thing for Sue Storm, this anti-hero is the son of a human and a princess from underwater Atlantis, which he now rules.

   **Answer:** Namor the Sub-Mariner (accept either)

2. Lyja, who masqueraded as Ben Grimm's girlfriend Alicia Masters, and Ronan the Accuser were members of this shape-shifting race whose schemes have sometimes been frustrated by the Fantastic Four.

   **Answer:** Skrulls

3. Once a scientist named Harvey Elder, he became the ruler of a subterranean people. His attacks on the surface world were stopped in the first issue of *Fantastic Four.*

   **Answer:** Mole Man

8. Answer the following about a classic David Bowie album for the stated number of points.

1. This 1975 album, inspired by Bowie's love of soul music, had a title track hit single. In what was judged the greatest moment on a Bowie record by Mojo magazine, a vocal break near the song's end asks "Ain't there one damn song that can make me break down and cry?"

   **Answer:** Young Americans

2. The album *Young Americans* includes a cover of the Beatles' *Across The Universe* and also a collaboration and this duet with John Lennon with a one-word title that topped the US pop charts. A 1990 remix of the song was featured in the film *Pretty Woman.*

   **Answer:** Fame

3. *Young Americans* also launched the career of this future 1980s and 1990s R&B megastar, who functioned here as a cowriter on the song *Fascination,* as well as background singer and arranger on some songs.

   **Answer:** Luther Vandross

9. Answer the following about Thomas the Tank Engine for ten points each.
1. While Thomas is currently being produced in Britain, this PBS show about him which included George Carlin ran from 1989-1993.  
**Answer:** *Shining Time Station*

2. Thomas lives on this small island.  
**Answer:** *Island of Sodor*

3. Living with Thomas on the Island of Sodor is this "small engine". The original book's author was angry at the illustrator's depiction of him, which he said looked like "a green caterpillar with red stripes."  
**Answer:** *Percy*

---

10. For ten points each, name these TV series blessed by the presence of Rob Estes:

1. Some of Estes' most recent TV work was a recurring role as Natalie Boa Vista's abusive ex on this show.  
**Answer:** *CSI: Miami* (do not prompt on "CSI")

2. It was not the first Florida-based cop show for Rob Estes, who joined with Mitzi Kapture to play detectives Lorenzo and Lance on this sexy '90s series based in Palm Beach.  
**Answer:** *Silk Stalkings*

3. Estes was brought in as photographer Oliver Browne alongside other new cast members such as Eric Idle and Sherri Shepherd when this workplace comedy was revamped for its fourth season.  
**Answer:** *Suddenly Susan*

---

11. Hell hath no fury like a woman singing a breakup country song. Allow us to elaborate as you answer these questions for 10 points each.

1. The only thing Tony Romo might find more horrifying than footage of that botched snap in Seattle is the video for this platinum-selling 2006 single where ex-girlfriend Carrie Underwood tells the story of vandalizing her no-good boyfriend's pickup truck.  
**Answer:** *Before He Cheats*

2. Country legend Joe Diffie actually wrote and originally recorded this kiss-off song, but it was Jo Dee Messina who took her version to the top of the country charts in 2006 as the first single from the album *Delicious Surprise*.  
**Answer:** *My Give A Damn's Busted*

3. This singer and *Dancing With The Stars* contestant had a country hit with *Cheatin' in 2005; she may know something about the subject herself as she and her ex-husband, an aspiring conservative Oregon politician, flung accusations of infidelity back and forth in an ugly 2006 divorce battle.  
**Answer:** *Sara Evans*
12. Bono wants your money. Okay, not literally, but he does want you to buy a (PRODUCT)RED product to raise money for the Global Fund to help fight AIDS in Africa. Name some of those products and companies, for ten points each.

1. In November 2006, this cell phone company began donating $17 for every Red RAZR phone to the Global Fund.
   **Answer:** Motorola

2. This San Francisco-based clothing chain launched its red line of selling t-shirts, sweaters, and other apparel in October, much of it with the INSPI(RED) logo.
   **Answer:** Gap

3. This Credit Card company is offering 1% of expenditures to the Global Fund with its "RED" card.
   **Answer:** American Express

13. For ten points each, name these NFL players traded in March 2007:

1. In their search for Tiki Barber's replacement, the Giants used Tim Carter to get this running back who led the Browns in rushing in 2006.
   **Answer:** Reuben Droughns

2. Rather than match an offer sheet, the Dolphins traded this wide receiver and return man to the Patriots.
   **Answer:** Wes Welker

3. The Eagles traded for this former Pro Bowl linebacker who has not regained his form since his 2005 Achilles' tendon tear.
   **Answer:** Takeo Spikes

14. Adam Sandler has built up quite a repertory company over the years. For ten points each name these buddies who frequently appear in his films.

1. This indie favorite played a childhood classmate tormented by *Billy Madison*, the foul-mouthed brother of a groom in *The Wedding Singer*, a homeless guy in *Big Daddy*, and "Crazy Eyes" in *Mr. Deeds*.
   **Answer:** Steve Buscemi

2. Famous for yelling "You can do it!" at *The Waterboy*, this actor appeared in drag as a last-minute replacement for Lindsay Lohan on *The Tonight Show* in order to defend himself from charges of "yellowface" for his role in *I Now Pronounce You Chuck and Larry*.
   **Answer:** Rob Schneider

3. This actor would probably not have a career if it weren't for Sandler and has appeared in 13 of
his films. He was so dedicated that he gained 40 pounds to play Todd in *Little Nicky* and 60 to play Marty in *Mr. Deeds*.

**ANSWER:** Allen Covert

15. Answer these questions about the career of Polish character actor Vladek Sheybal.

1. Sheybal made many films with director Ken Russell, including this acclaimed 1969 D.H. Lawrence adaptation in which he played Loerke, the vaguely Jewish interloper who seduces Glenda Jackson's Gudrun Brangwen.

**ANSWER:** *Women in Love*

2. Sheybal's best-known role may be as the evil chess-playing genius Kronsteen, who masterminds a SPECTRE plot to discredit James Bond in this 1963 film.

**ANSWER:** *From Russia With Love*

3. Sheybal was one of four past or future Bond villains who had roles in this big-budget Emmy-winning 1974 miniseries based on Leon Uris' thinly fictionalized novel about a doctor who sued him for libel over the book *Exodus*.

**ANSWER:** *QB VII*

16. 5-10-20-30. Name these ladies' sitcoms featuring fab fours.

1. This Mara Brock Akil and Kelsey Grammer co-production is in its eighth season, its second on CW and its second without co-star Jill Marie Jones.

**ANSWER:** *Girlfriends*

2. *The Facts of Life* veteran Kim Fields scored another four-ladies hit with this Fox sitcom produced by Yvette Lee Bowser. Kim Coles and Queen Latifah also co-starred.

**ANSWER:** *Living Single*

3. Atlanta-area native Jan Hooks joined the cast in the sixth season of this Atlanta-based sitcom created by Linda Bloodworth-Thomason. Dixie Carter and Annie Potts anchored the show through its seven seasons on CBS.

**ANSWER:** *Designing Women*

4. Paul Henning set this spin-off at the Shady Rest Hotel in Hooterville, a town not named for the four Bradley women who were the basis of the show.

**ANSWER:** *Petticoat Junction*

17. Identify the following weapons found in classic first-person shooters for ten points each.

1. According to the *Quake 2* manual, the slugs this weapon fires are made of uranium. It is quite useful for taking out players from far away with a single shot.
**ANSWER:** railgun
2. Early in *Half-Life 2*, Barney Calhoun throws Gordon Freeman one of these, a weapon that was said to be left behind at Black Mesa.

**ANSWER:** crowbar
3. Using it leaves the player vulnerable to attack, but this powerful weapon from the *Unreal Tournament* series can cause much damage as it is a mini-nuclear warhead that the player guides to its target.

**ANSWER:** Redeemer

18. They have been given annually since 1946. For ten points each:

1. Name this award given by the Mystery Writers of America which is named after an early author of detective fiction.

**ANSWER:** Edgars or Edgar Allan Poe awards

2. This character was featured in two 2007 winners. Steven Dietz won best play for "The Final Adventure" of him while E.J. Wagner wrote *The Science of* him.

**ANSWER:** Sherlock Holmes (accept either)

3. Best novel went to this author's *The Janissary Tree*.

**ANSWER:** Jason Goodwin

19. Answer the following about songs with something in common, for ten points each.

1. A drink of the same name, which consists of one part light rum, one part dark rum, and one part orange juice, is referenced repeatedly in this Beastie Boys song off of *Licensed to Ill*.

**ANSWER:** Brass Monkey

2. Multiman's *Simian Surprise* won a 2006 Realworld Remixed contest in which musicians were given access to the original tracks for this 1982 Peter Gabriel song.

**ANSWER:** Shock the Monkey

3. The fourth studio album of Goodie Mob shares its name with this Honey Cone song whose central tenet is "the show must go on".

**ANSWER:** One Monkey Don't Stop No Show

20. For ten points each, name these possibly related people:

1. She played Kim Parker on *Moesha* and The Parkers.

**ANSWER:** Countess Vaughn

2. This Hawaiian is credited with popularizing surfing. He also won a total of five Olympic medals in swimming, including three golds.
Answer: Duke Kahanamoku
3. This Hall of Fame manager was known for his belief in managing toward the three-run home run, his extreme use of platoon match-ups, and his many ejections in his 17 seasons, all with the Baltimore Orioles.
Answer: Earl Weaver

21. Lawyer Constance Griffiths helped reopen his case and he used the resulting settlement with the city to buy a house and a Bentley he wasn't attached to, which is lucky, as his financial adviser ran it over with a tractor. For ten points each:

1. Name this police officer wrongly convicted of murder.
Answer: Charlie Crews (accept either)
2. Charlie Crews can be found on this new NBC drama.
Answer: Life
3. Crews is played by this British actor who was previously seen in HBO's Band of Brothers as Easy Company's Lieutenant Winters.
Answer: Damian Lewis

22. Dennis Miller isn't the only experiment in turning a celebrity into a sports pundit. For ten points each,

1. This "comedian" was an original host of The Best Damn Sports Show Period on Fox Sports Net, although they've since reverted to ex-athletes and sportscasters.
Answer: Tom Arnold
2. This conservative talk show host's tenure on ESPN Sunday NFL Countdown was short lived as he resigned a few days after suggesting the media had "been very desirous that a black quarterback do well."
Answer: Rush Limbaugh
3. In a famous Sportscenter ad, this television actor and writer/producer of the 2007 film "Gracie" worked out well after being traded to ESPN. Charlie Steiner on Melrose Place--not so much.
Answer: Andrew Shue